PRESS RELEASE

BENTLEY RACKS UP DESIGN POINTS WITH HIGH SCORE™ AND MULTIPLAY™
Bold Carpet Collection Adds Contemporary Twist to Classic Interiors,
Strengthens Company’s Quick-Ship Offering

LOS ANGELES (May 2015) — Game on! Bentley, California’s leading commercial carpet
manufacturer, challenges traditional interiors to level-up with two of its latest modular and
broadloom design solutions. Part of the popular Arcade Legend™ Collection, High Score™ and
Multiplay™ are helping redefine “quick ship” – for the company and the flooring industry. Rack
up bonus points with these winning styles at NeoCon, held June 15-17, 2015 in Chicago.
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“When Bentley introduced our Fast Track program last year, we wanted to offer more than a
limited number of standard styles and colors with expedited delivery,” said Sherry Dreger, vice
president of marketing for Bentley. “With Bentley, everything in the book is available to you;
1500 yards or less, 10 days or less. We’ve changed the conversation around efficiency without
compromising style or quality.”
Tufted textured loop modular (18” x 36” and 24” x 24”) and broadloom, High Score and Multiplay
pair bold-scale pattern with random, overall textured pattern. Offered in a dynamic palette of 13
standard colorways, the complex integration of color introduces a metallic element – a bonus for
interiors looking for bold style with a touch of bling.
Bentley debuted its Fast Track program in 2014 with Arcade Legend. Within months, the
product shot to the top of the company’s best-seller list – and still tops its leader board today. By
the end of 2015, Fast Track will offer seven product collections.
All of Bentley’s products are Cradle to Cradle Certified™, NSF® 140 certified and CRI Green
Label Plus certified, and produced in a LEED® EBOM certified manufacturing facility.
About Bentley
Defining style, color, quality, and service for more than 30 years, Bentley Mills, Inc.
manufactures and markets award-winning broadloom, carpet tile, and area rug products for all
commercial interiors across the globe. Bentley is recognized for leadership in product design,
style, and customer service. Bentley is committed to sustainable commerce, and, as the largest
commercial carpet manufacturer in California, the company operates in a LEED® EBOM Gold
carpet mill. For more information, contact Bentley at 800.423.4709 or visit us at
bentleymills.com.
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